“TEAM” Based + Client is Responsible + DSM-5/ASAM/Maslow Based Treatment + Intense Monitoring = Meets CMS/SAMHSA Certification Requirements + Proven Results

TREATING HUMAN NEEDS + PROVIDING RESULTS

Optional – iMR - assistance with Occupational options
Optional – iMR - assistance with community resources
Optional – iMR - provides professional Case Manager
IMR provides Therapy Exercises
IMR provides Education Lessons
IMR imports and exports electronic data
Case Manager provides Client status reviews
Case Manager works with TEAM on Plan issues
IMR Reports Status 24/7 + Alerts
IMR queries TEAM for task completion and plan status
Client reports tasks completed
TEAM initiates Plan tasks
IMR Stores Plan Conditions
TEAM develops “doable” Plan
Client “accepts” Responsibility for Change
Client “accepts” Results
Accurate Diagnosis Completed

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Be Responsible and Accountable
Join the TEAM

PARTNER RESPONSIBILITIES
Oversee | Mediate TEAM Efforts

TEAM MEMBERS
► Client
► Employer
► Peer Associates
► Legal
► 12 Step
► Spiritual
► Family
► Clinicians
► School
► Social
► Community
► Corrections

30,000 Clients “Prove” the processes work.
► Medical Personnel – Nurses, Physicians, Dentists, etc
► Transportation Personnel – (DOT), Aviation (HIM)
► Other Critical Role Employees

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs = Basis for Treatment
- Self-actualization: achieving one’s full potential, including creative activities
- Esteem needs: prestige and feeling of accomplishment
- Belongingness and love needs: intimate relationships, friends
- Safety needs: security, safety
- Physiological needs: food, water, warmth, rest

► Self-fulfillment needs
► Psychological needs
► Basic needs

► Medical Personnel – Nurses, Physicians, Dentists, etc
► Transportation Personnel – (DOT), Aviation (HIM)
► Other Critical Role Employees